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10 Iron ore deposits:
th7-8  century: 1. Ravaszd (Gyõr-Moson-Sopron county)- Tarajpuszta (Vasaföld)

2. Zamárdi (Somogy county) I.
th9-10  century:3. Nemeskér (Gyõr-Moson-Sopron county) II.4. Tomard (Vas county) II.

th10  century:5. Magyarfalva (Gyõr-Moson-Sopron county); Harka III.6. Somogyfajsz 
(Sopron county) IV.

th11-12  century:7. Imola (Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county) V.8. Vasvár (Vas county) VI.
th10  century:9. Sopron (Gyõr-Moson-Sopron county) IV.

th11-12  century:  10. Ólmod (Vas county) "Wigna petoka" VI.
th11-12  century:  10. Ólmod (Vas county) "Wigna petoka" VI.

                              11. Nemet……Eisenzeden- Vasverõszék/Kendszek VII.
                                    12. Csiki Basin, Székelyföld II.Németciklény (Eisenzicken) – 
Vasverõszék/Kendszék: VII., – 
12. Csiki medence, Székelyföld (mellfalazat): II.

1. 

2.  

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

th"Avar" age type(1), 7-8  century

th"Nemeskéri" type(2), 9-10  century

"Harkai" type ( 3)

th"Fajszi" type ( 4), 10  century

th th"Imolai" type (5), from the second half of the 10 -12  century

th
"Vasvari" type(6), 11-12  century

"Vasverõszék"

th"Avar" centre of the 7-8  century

thIron sites in the 9  century

th"Vezéri" centre from the first half of the 10  century

Iron territory from the age of state organisation from 
th ththe second half of the 10  century until the end of the 12  centuryorganisation from 
th ththe second half of the 10  century until the end of the 12  century

Centres of iron metallurgy and places of occurrence from the age of "Avar" and 9-10th century

Bog-iron mining and preliminary preparation of ore Forge workshop and its tools

The knowledge of iron making was possibly brought to the Carpathian territory by the Cimmerians 
thcoming from the east in the 8  century BC though it is proved only by some stray finds. The Schytians 

thwho lived here in the 6  century BC had significant iron-culture but the more considerable iron 
metallurgy started to develop in 370 BC with the settlement of Celtic people in Transdanubia. The 
Celtics who had domination over the whole Carpathian area were forced back by the Romans from 
Transdanubia and by the Sarmatic people coming from the Hungarian Great Plain though they still had 
some settlements remaining in the Northern Mountains for centuries. The Romans were producing 
iron mostly in the southern part of Transdanubia and in Transylvania. After the decline of the empire 
gross industrial production of iron metallurgy was stopped in our territory. The bog-iron 

thestablishments were utilized again by the eastern Onogur nations who settled down here in the 7  
century.

From that time up to now the interesting findings of iron culture and industrial relics can be seen in 
different parts of our country. The earliest iron metallurgy relics are freestanding, made from clay, 35-
40 cm in diameter, 70-80 cm high "Nemeskeri" type furnaces or their variants, slightly built in-ground 

th"Avar" type shaft-furnaces, which were used in Transdanubia in the 7-9  century. Their contemporary 
variant was the shaft-furnace made from stone in Harka-Kanyszurdok near Sopron.
Iron metallurgy was going on in the "Avar" era in the sites of settlements (Somogy county: 
Tarjánpuszta, Ravaszd) or in forest territories, far away from living areas (Tömörd, Iván, Dénesfa, 
Harka).
Tarjánpuszta-Vasasföld is a good example for iron production of an "Avar" village community while 
their main activities were based on agriculture and livestock farming.

th         Bloomery furnaces using Avar technology were in operation in the 9-10  centuries (e.g. 
Nemeskér).

The Hungarian tribes living in the area of South Ural might have become acquainted with science of 
thiron production early in the 8  century BC. From the words of this craft "iron" is of Ural origin; "forge, 

bellows, anvil, beater" are of Ugrian origin mainly attributive or echoic expressions.
On their long way towards the Carpathian Basin the Hungarians lived in the neighbourhood of Ugrian, 
Iranian, Turkic nations who were masters of producing iron. Other nations such as Onogurs who lived 
in that area were familiar with iron producing too and these are the people who Hungarians were named 
after as Ungarus, Ungar, Hungarian, and Wenger.

 
thThe conquering Hungarians reorganised iron production in their new home. In the 10  century the 

freestanding furnaces were replaced by furnaces of the same size but built in ditches. 
These furnaces had two types; the "Imola"type (Borsod county) and "Fajszi" type (Somogy county). 
The basic differences of these types can be characterised by technically and their way of working 
procedure. Technically the "Fajszi" furnace was built with breast backing but not the "Imola" type. As 
for the working procedure, in Somogy county (Fajsz, Bodrog-alsóbûn) iron was produced in large 
workshops built in pits in the ground on the site of the communities or in big estates, while the "Imola" 
type furnaces were built in smaller pits next to each other and were used nationwide since the era of 
Saint Stephen. 
The more characteristic bloomery type furnaces of this era can be seen in our national museums. For 
example Foundry Museum in Budapest, Hungarian National Museum, Central Metallurgy Museum in 
Miskolc, Bakony Museum in Veszprém, Museum of Regional History in Vasvár, Jurasics Museum in 
Kõszeg.

The mining districts of "Árpád" age in Hungary were situated, grouped in 7 sites, on the plain land of the 
country surrounded by the mountains of Carpathian Basin. (Places marked by numbers I-VII)
Organised iron metallurgy is preserved in the name of the village "Kovácsi" situated near Sopron and 
Somogyfajsz where several iron-smelting works were explored. In Hungary, during the "Árpád" age 
there were more than 30 settlements called "Csatár" with the meaning of shield producer and more than 
50 ones called "Kovácsi" (blacksmith), all of these with the other toponyms of "Vasas" prove the 
separation of foundry-man and forge-man work of that time. Presumably, the places named "Vasvár" in 
Vas and Somogy counties worked as central iron gathering storages. 
In a later document it is mentioned that during the reign of Andrew II (1205-1235) some Styrian 
workers (from Eisenwurzel, Erzberg) were settled to Torocko in order to lay the foundation of iron 
industry there. The name of "Tarack", according to the dialect spoken in that area, means iron dross. 
The document mentions other Styrian miners who were brought into the Garam region by Stephen V in 
1271.

Places of occurrence of iron industry 
by counties (data from December 
2000) -county megye

Bács-Kiskun m. 3
Békés m. 28
Borsod - Abaúj - Zemplén 59
Baranya m. 8
Csongrád m. 8
Fehér m. 7
Gyõr - Moson - Sopron m. 47
Hajdú - Bihar m. 5
Heves m. 4
Komárom m. 28
Nógrád m. 3
Pest m. 44
Somogy m. 31
Szabolcs - Szatmár - Bereg 3
Szolnok m. 4
Tolna m. 3
Vas m. 57
Veszprém m. 25
Zala m. 14

Össz. 381

Types of furnaces in Pannonia:

1. “Avar" type, 2. "Nemeskeri" type, 3. "Harkai" type based on Nemeskéri type, 4. "Fajszi" type,
5. "Imolai" type, 6. "Vasvari" type
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Iron smelting 11-12th century (Imola)



1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 

0.1-3. Hungarian sickles, Cigánd (Zemplén 
county)
4."Tóth" Slovak sickle
5.Sickle from upper Tisza region
6.Sickle from Jászberény (Szolnok county)

th7.Sickle from Gömör county, the end of 19  
century

Sickles:

thSight-drawing of a forge in the middle of the 18  century

Tool types manufactured in Hungarian 
water-wheel foundries for 600 years

thIron smelting workshop, 11  century, Ólmod stCeltic iron foundry, 1  century BC, Sopron

thIron smelting workshop, 11  century, RöjtökmuzsajthIron smelting workshop, 11-12  century, RépcevisBuilt-in experimental furnace, Sopron

th
Hungarian hoe-shapes and their places of occurrence at the beginning of the 20  century

Pot foundry model

2
RELICS OF HUNGARIAN IRON METALLURGYRELICS OF HUNGARIAN IRON METALLURGY

th thFrom the 10  to the 19  century the main branch of our national metallurgy and mining 
was the production of precious and non-ferrous metal (silver, gold and copper). Besides 
metals, other significant treasury income was given by salt mining. There were periods 
when the 40-50 percent of the treasury income was covered from these trade fields, 
although the proportion of employees here hardly ran up to 0.5 percent of the number of 
total inhabitants.

Iron production was not significant, although production was going on in many places 
in the country, in these centuries. The four development stages- hand-driven blowing 
furnaces, bloomeries driven by water-wheels, water-wheeled crude iron production, 
and industrial metallurgy- followed each other slowly in time.

Water-wheel was already in use with the forges and foundry hammers in the Mountains 
of Ore in Gömör-Szepes county in 1320.The use of waterwheels to power bellows could 
provide the opportunity of reaching higher temperature (producing flowing iron) and 
increasing the cubic capacity of foundries resulted in bigger production. Bloomeries 
were slowly replaced by indirect reduction- the two-staged iron production: melting 
crude iron and its finery process. 

thIn Hungary cast iron production dates back to the 16  century, the first blast furnaces 
thwere built at the beginning of the 18  century.

thSignificant development in mining technology began in the 18  century starting with 
great capacity pumps and introducing new transportation systems; then first in the field 
of mining the coal heating power machines (steam-machines) gained ground in 
Hungary. In treasury mining Selmecbánya played internationally significant role in the 
field of mechanization. To provide highly trained mining and foundry officers, the 
Vienna Court Chamber founded special schools.   From these schools only the School of 
Selmecbánya proved to be viable and was reorganised as an institution of three-year 
higher education of mining and metallurgy between 1763 and 1770, for the first time in 
the world. 

In spring of 1772 a new furnace in Ómassa was established by Henrik Fazola. It was 5 
metres high and produced 6000 Viennese quintals of iron a year. (One Viennese quintal 
equals 56 kg)

In 1779 there were 7 blast furnaces, 84 "tot" type furnaces, and 40 forges in Hungary. 
These altogether produced 80,000 Viennese quintals of iron per year.
The first pot-steel foundries were started in Prákfalva (Prakovce) to produce small cast 
iron alloy. The mass production of steel-cast using the Siemens-Martin process was 
introduced in Diósgyõr in 1884.

Iron production parallel with the national coal mining became determining branch in 
thHungary only in the end of the 19  century, dropping at least 60 years behind the 

international front rank (England). In the middle of this century a rapid development 
started due to the rising demand on iron and to the reformist politics. Almost at the same 
time in six parts of the country (Brezova, Betler, Ózd, Pécs, Resica, Nadrag) modern 
iron refineries were started to build.

The national development of industrial revolution falls to the period of dualism. Iron 
thmetallurgy in the Carpathian Basin shows two peaks in the 19  century. One of them 

belongs to the reform era when the industrial revolution reaches our country; the other 
one is at the end of the century when the success becomes complete. (In 1886 an Iron-
Cartel was formed by the industries and spread over the whole Monarchy in order to 
defend the western European crisis of overproduction of that time.
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BrezovaBrezova
BetlérBetlér

ÓzdÓzd

PécsPécs

ResicaResica

NadrágNadrág

thThe first iron fineries in the Carpathian Basin at the beginning of the 19  century
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Kohászatunk mûszaki alkotói

Técsey Ferenc (1838-1906) Zorkóczy Samu (1869-1934) Katona Lajos (1866-1933) Jakóby László (1897-1957)

Péch Antal (1822-1895) Kerpely Antal (1837-1907)Ganz Ábrahám (1814-1867)

Fazola Henrik (1730-1779) Rombauer Tivadar (1803-1855) Gábor Áron (1814-1849)
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Aggregate steel production of the world and the 12 EU 
thcountries in the 20  century

Aggregate steel production 
of Hungary and the 12 EU 

thcountries in the 20  century

1 - SOPRON
2 - VASVÁR
3 - ZALAEGERSZEG
4 - SOMOGYFAJSZ
5 - DUNAÚJVÁROS
6 - BUDAPEST
7 - SALGÓTARJÁN
8 - PARÁD

   9 - ÓZD
10 - SZILVÁSVÁRAD
11 - EGER
12 - DIÓSGYÕR-HÁMOR
13 - MISKOLC
14 - RUDABÁNYA
15 - AGGTELEK-JÓSVAFÕ

The first Hungarian section and its stops of the 
European Route of Iron Culture
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Hungarian Industry around 1910

thThe 20  century in Hungary inherited developing iron metallurgy. The world's iron 
production was 33 million tonnes in 1898; within it Hungary received a share of 1.1 
percent, producing 364 thousand tonnes. With this result we took up the best place 
of our history being the 9th among the world's leading steel producing countries. 
The most important sites of iron ore mining, crude iron and steel production took 
place in the area of Upper Northern Hungary, two thirds of steel production was 
processed here. 

The First World War caused a huge regression; by 1919 the production fell back to 
15-20 per cents. After the Treaty of Trianon Hungary lost 98 per cent of its own ore 
mining territories and the whole territory of salt mining. There were three countries 
this time sharing the iron metallurgy in the Carpathian Basin.
70 per cent of sources of raw materials used in iron metallurgy got off country, 
though Hungary still had the two biggest steel-works of Diósgyõr and Ózd. These 
ironworks together with the Works of Csepel and Pestlõrinc became a safe basis of 
Hungarian economy by 1938 tiding over the hard times of 1931-32's world 
economic crisis.  The annual steel production of 650 tonnes was outstanding even 

thin comparison with the international standards; Hungary stood on the 18  place.
Though this result shows positive picture, the total steel usage of Hungary in 1939 
was only 15-25 per cent of the highly developed countries, and hardly reached the 
50 per cent of the average developed countries such as Czechoslovakia or The 
Soviet Union.
This period can be characterised by technical-economical anachronism, when it 

thwas evident in the first half of the 20  century that the general development and 
public welfare of a country are in direct ratio to its usage of the amount of steel.
At this time, in 1938 when the preparation for the Second World War was in 
progress, the government commissioned the experts of Diósgyõr Works with 
preparing the plans of a new iron works upon the River Danube. This plan was 
realised in Dunapetele much later, in 1950, due to the changing historic situation.

During the Second World War some of the iron works became industrial targets of 
war. Machines were disassembled and taken to west; half of the ironworks were 
exploded on the spot by the escaping German troops, while the other factories were 
under carpet raid by the opponent parties. After removing the debris the factories 
were brought into operation relatively fast again and the rebuilding of the country 
began. This task had to be intertwined with strong self-development, though in the 
view of growing trend in quantity, it fell below of the world's development. Locally 
the situation was better; the innovation of the branch had been satisfactory to the 
needs of the users for decades and it brought significant amount of currency to the 
country from export. Though the country experienced growing drawback in this 
afterward period as Hungary, as well as Hungarian metallurgy were blocked up 
from the utilisation of the most developing western technologies. 

In 1999, after the changing of regime, as a result of incorrect decision making of 
responsible quarters, the factories of the branch got into catastrophic situation by 

ththe end of the 20  century. Most of the factories were closed down and vast amount 
of national metallurgy wealth lost forever.

All in all, Hungary serves a lot of good as well as bad examples for the Route of 
European Iron Culture. Therefore, this route can be instructive or interesting, even 
funny for the experts and tourists too. Besides the history of the trade, the different 
places of interest provide a lot of cultural value and sights too, as they used to be 
more prosperous regions belonging to clerical and secular power centres.
In Hungary there are up to 800 museums and exhibition places. Among them about 
110 are specialised in different sub-parts of technical history. There are 31 places 
where one can find information about mining, metallurgy and forestry.
A great number of our industrial relics and their museums are still handled 
unkindly; therefore the interest of tourism wasn't awaken in it properly up to now.
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